February 14, 2014
Larry Page
CEO and Co-Founder
Google Inc.
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway
Mountain View, CA 94043
Dear Mr. Page:
On behalf of our 1 million member activists around the country, I’m writing you today because
we have collected evidence of so-called “crisis pregnancy centers” (CPCs) falsely advertising on
your site. This letter documents these violations and asks that your company take action to
correct the situation.
Everyone can agree that women deserve honest, accurate information when searching for
reproductive-health care. Unfortunately, today thousands of crisis pregnancy centers (CPCs) –
facilities that often pose as comprehensive health-care centers and target women using deceitful
marketing practices – provide inaccurate information about reproductive health-care options.
Once a woman walks into a CPC’s door, she likely will be surprised with manipulation and
misinformation to block her from considering abortion—and even birth control—as an option.
We have gathered extensive evidence of CPCs advertising using the search term “abortion
clinic” when they don’t provide those services. This problem is not isolated to one or two bad
actors. In fact, our search of 77 large, mid-size, and smaller cities uncovered that 79 percent of
searches using the terms “abortion clinic” with the city name results in at least one ad for a
CPC. I’ve provided an example below in addition to the enclosed binder that includes all of the
examples we have identified.
As you’ll see in the examples we’ve provided these ads violate several of your company’s
advertising policies1, including the following:
§

User experience: “When people click on our ads, they trust us to deliver them to a
destination that’s relevant, original, and easy to navigate.”

§

Accurate ads: “Advertising should be accurate and truthful.”

AdWords Policy Center, https://support.google.com/adwordspolicy/answer/1316548?rd=1, accessed
2/13/14.
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§

Relevance, clarity, and accuracy: “Your ads and keywords must directly relate to the
content on the landing page for your ad. When users see your ad, they should be able to
understand what kind of product, service, or other content they'll find on your site.”

We have no qualms with CPCs engaging in paid advertising. However, we are deeply
concerned with their false advertising practices. A woman using the search terms “abortion
clinic” likely is seeking abortion care, which CPCs do not provide.
We agree with your ad policy which states, “Misleading, inaccurate, and deceitful ads hurt
everyone…”2 We know Google places a high priority on making sure advertising on its site is
accurate and provides a good user experience. I’m sharing these examples with you so Google
can take appropriate steps to stop CPCs from misusing your advertising platform in this way.
Our supporters are deeply concerned about this problem and we want to assure them that your
company is addressing this issue. We think you will be concerned as well once you have the
opportunity to review the examples we’ve shared. To satisfy our supporters’ concerns, we
request a public statement indicating that Google has addressed the issue. I would appreciate a
response by Friday, February 21, 2014 as we plan to alert our members about this issue after
that date.
CPCs ads are often hard to differentiate if you’re unfamiliar with them. We’d be very interested
in working with Google to help educate advertising staff about how to spot a CPC ad so that
they can point them to accurate search terms.
You may reach me at 202-973-3002 or IHogue@ProChoiceAmerica.org.
I look forward to your response.
Sincerely,

Ilyse G. Hogue
President, NARAL Pro-Choice America

Advertising Principles – Accurate Ads, https://support.google.com/adwordspolicy/topic/1308149, last
accessed 2/13/14.
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Example of False Advertising by a Crisis Pregnancy Center

Example of a CPC ad using search terms “abortion clinic.”

The page users land on after clicking on the ad.

Callers will be directed to this crisis pregnancy center, which is not an abortion clinic.

Description of the CPC in which they state they do not provide or refer for abortion care.

